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Abstract Quantum correlations, including entanglement, quantum discord, teleportation
fidelity, etc., are resources for quantum information processing. Unavoidable quantum noise
usually causes decreasing of quantum correlations, and thus affect the efficiency of quantum
computation and communication. However, evidences show that proper quantum noise can
increase quantum correlations under special conditions. This is because some quantum noise
can rebuild the coherence of mixed quantum states. This article reviews the positive aspects
of noise effect on quantum correlations, including collective noise, which is caused by several
qubits interacting with a common reservoir, as well as individual noise, which is caused by
each qubit locally coupled to its own reservoir.
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1

Introduction

Quantum correlations express the nonlocality between quantum particles. The
debates on this spooky nonlocality was raised since early days of quantum
mechanics. For experimental test of quantum nonlocality, Bell derived a set of
inequalities which should be obeyed by any local theory[4] . Experimental results
violet Bell’s inequalities confirm that nonlocal states are physical reality[14] . Since
then, the quantum entangled states, which can not be prepared locally, have
attracted much attention. Recently, researches show that quantum states without
entanglement can also possess quantum correlations which have no classical
counterparts, including quantum discord, quantum deficit, etc.
The advantage of quantum information processing relies on the quantum
correlation properties of quantum states. Quantum teleportation, which transports
an unknown quantum state without transferring the physical carrier of the state,
can only be achieved when the sender and receiver share entanglement[5] . Besides,
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quantum correlations beyond entanglement are proved to be the resource for several
quantum protocols, such as quantum speed-up of quantum computation[11] , remote
state preparation[10] , and quantum metrology[16] , just to mention a few important
examples.
Due to unavoidable interaction with environment, quantum states decohere,
affecting the amount of quantum correlations. During the last two decades, various
studies are devoted to the dynamics of quantum correlations under decoherence.
The quantum correlations are usually decreased by quantum noises. Especially,
entanglement may vanish in finite time, which is known as entanglement sudden
death[13] . However, proper noises can contribute to quantum correlations. Quantum
entanglement can even be created by collective decoherence under some
conditions[6] . Further, any Markovian collective decoherence can create quantum
discord for some initial states[20] .
Local noises can never increase quantum
entanglement from definition. However, the ability of some entangled state in
teleportation can be enhanced by local operations[2,3,35] .
Besides, quantum
correlations beyond entanglement can be created and increased by proper local
noises[8,9,20,21,26,32] . All these researches show that well-controlled quantum noises
can have positive effects on quantum correlations. In this paper, we will review
recent works about the positive aspect of quantum noise effect on quantum
correlations.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 and 3, we will review the definition
of quantum correlations, including quantum entanglement, quantum discord, etc.,
and the origin and description of quantum noises. Sec. 4 is devoted to the positive
effect of collective quantum noises on quantum entanglement and discord. The effect
of local quantum noise on quantum correlations is reviewed in Sec. 5.
2

Quantum Correlations

Quantum correlations originate from the superposition of quantum states, which
is one of the basic hypotheses of quantum mechanics. For a classical bit, it can
be either 0 or 1. For a quantum bit, it can be in state |0i and state |1i at the
same time. The quantum state of the qubit can be described as the wave function
√
√
|ψi = p|0i + 1 − p|1i, where p can be understood as the probability of the qubit
in state |0i. The superposition of quantum states have been observed in two-split
experiment.
When we consider two qubits, with half probability both in state |0i √
and half
probability both in state |1i, the state can be written as |Ψi = (|00i + |11i)/ 2, from
the superposition of quantum states. For the state |Ψi, the two qubits are correlated,
in the sense that if we measure one of the qubits and obtain for example |0i, we
know for sure that the other qubit is in state |0i too.
√
√ Moreover, when we measure
the qubits on other basis, e.g., |+i = (|0i + |1i)/ 2 and |−i = (|0i − |1i)/ 2,
correlated measurement results would still be obtained. On the other hand, if the
two qubits are classically correlated, the state is just a probabilistic sum of the two
cases ρ = (|00ih00| + |11ih11|)/2. The measurement results of the two qubits are
correlated for measurement basis |0i and |1i, but the results are totally uncorrelated
for measurement basis |+i and |−i. Obviously, the two qubit state |Ψi possesses
quantum nonlocality beyond classical correlation. It is an entangled state.
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Entanglement

Quantum entanglement is the basic problem of quantum mechanics, and the
resource for quantum information processing. During the past two decades, quantum
entanglement has drawn much interest, focusing on its definition, measure, dynamics
under decoherence, etc.
An entangled state is defined as a quantum state of two or more quantum
particles, which can not be prepared via local operation and classical communication
(LOCC). Mathematically, the density matrix of an entangled state can not be
written as the sum of products of density matrices of individual particles as Ref. [31]
ρ=

X

B
p i ρA
i ⊗ ρi ⊗ · · · ,

(1)

i

where A, B, · · · are labels of quantum particles and pi ’s are probabilities satisfying
P
i pi = 1.
There are various measures of quantum entanglement, all of which should satisfy
the following three conditions[18] .
(a) For separable states which can be prepared via LOCC, the quantum
entanglement measure E vanishes, while E = 1 for maximally entangled state.
(b) LOCC can not increase the amount of quantum entanglement.
(c) Local unitary operator can not change the amount of quantum entanglement.
Here we briefly review some of the entanglement measures which are commonly
used.
Entanglement entropy [1] is used to measure the entanglement contained in a pure
state |ΨAB i of a bipartite system. It is defined as the von Neumann entropy of the
subsystem A or B
ES (|ΨAB i) = SA (|ΨAB i) = −Tr(ρA log2 ρA ) = SB (|ΨAB i).

(2)

Here ρA is the density matrix of the subsystem A. It should be mentioned that the
entanglement entropy is the only entanglement measure for bipartite pure states that
satisfy the conditions (a-c), in the sense that all the other entanglement measures
that satisfy the three conditions should be equivalent to entanglement entropy in the
case of bipartite pure states.
Entanglement of formation (EoF) [17,34] is defined as the minimum pairs of singlet
states that is required on average to prepare a two qubit state ρ. For a two-qubit pure
state, the entanglement of formation EF equals to the entanglement entropy. For a
two-qubit mixed state ρ, entanglement of formation equals to the average EoF of the
P
optimal pure state decomposition ρ = i pi |Ψi ihΨi |, which can be written as
EF (ρ) =

inf

{pi ,|Ψi i}

(
X

)
pi EF (|Ψi ihΨi |) .

(3)

i

The analytical expression for EF is derived and related to the so-called “concurrence”
as
EF (ρ) = E(C(ρ)),

(4)
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√
¡
¢
where E(x) = H 12 (1 + 1 − x2 ) , H(x) = −x log x−(1−x) log(1−x) is the Shannon
entropy of the random variable x, and
C(ρ) = max{0, λmax − TrR}

(5)

is called
Here λmax is the maximal eigenvalue of the matrix
p√ concurrence.
√
R=
ρρ̃ ρ and ρ̃ = (σy ⊗ σy )ρ(σy ⊗ σy ).
Negativity [33] is the quantification of negative partial transpose (NPT). NPT is
an entanglement criterion, which is stated as follows. For a separable state in form of
Eq. (1), when a partial transposing is taken on the subsystem A, the eigenvalues of
P
T
B
the resulting matrix ρPT ≡ i pi (ρA
i ) ⊗ ρi ⊗ · · · should be non-negative. Therefore,
a negative eigenvalue of matrix ρPT means that the state can not be written in form
of Eq. (1) so it is an entangled state. Negativity is defined as
(
)
X
−
N (ρ) = max 0, −
λk ,
(6)
k
PT
where λ−
.
k are the negative eigenvalues of matrix ρ

2.2

Quantum correlations beyond entanglement

Recent researches show that quantum states with vanishing entanglement can
possess correlations which can not be revealed by local measurements and classical
communication, and that such correlations can be useful in the speed up of quantum
computation. The quantum correlation beyond entanglement has become a research
interest of quantum information theory, see Ref. [27] for a nice review. Here we briefly
introduce the definition and properties of quantum discord, and other measures of
quantum correlations beyond entanglement.
The definition of quantum discord is raised when quantum measurement is
considered[29] . In the process of quantum measurement, the correlation is built
between the system S and the detector A, and then one has access to the
information of S by reading the detector A. In classical information theory, the
system S and the detector A are described by random series. The mutual
information of the two random series is defined as
C(S : A) = H(S) − H(S|A).

(7)

P

Here H(X) = − x p(X = x) log2 p(X = x) is the Shannon entropy, which stands
P
for the information contained in X (X = S, A), and H(S|A) = a p(A = a)H(S|A =
a) is the unknown information of S after reading the measurement results of A.
Therefore, the mutual information describes the information in S which is revealed
by reading the detector A. From Bayes theroy, H(S|A) = H(S, A) − H(A), where
H(S, A) is the total information contained in system S −A. Thus, one obtains another
equivalent definition of mutual information
I(S : A) = H(S) + H(A) − H(S, A).

(8)

When we consider quantum measurement, where the system S, detector A and
the composite system S − A are described by their density matrices ρS , ρA , and
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ρSA . The corresponding information entropy is generalized to von Neumann entropy
S(ρX ) = −Tr(ρX log2 ρX ). Thus the quantum generalization of Eq. (8) is
X
)].
(9)
C(ρSA ) = max [S(ρS ) −
pk S(ρS|ΠA
k
{ΠA
k}

k

A
Here {ΠA
k } is the orthogonal projector measurement on A, pk = Tr(ρSA Πk ) is the
probability to get the result ak , and ρS|ΠA
is the density matrix of S when the
k
measurement result is ak . The physical quantity in Eq. (9) is called classical
correlation, which describes the information of S that can be obtained by reading
the detector A. On the other hand, the physical generalization of Eq. (8)

I(ρSA ) = S(ρS ) + S(ρA ) − S(ρSA ),

(10)

is called quantum mutual information, which describes the total correlation between
S and A. Eqs. (9) and (10) are not equivalent, and the difference between them is
called quantum discord
D(ρSA ) = I(ρSA ) − C(ρSA ).
(11)
Quantum discord describes the quantumness of the correlation between S and A, and
satisfies the following conditions.
(a) Quantum discord vanishes for quantum-classical states. The set of all
quantum-classical states C0 can be written as Ref. [12]
(
)
X
S
A
C0 = ρ|ρ =
qi ρi ⊗ Παi ,
(12)
i

where {ΠA
αi = |αi ihαi |} are a set of orthogonal basis of part A.
(b) Quantum discord can not be changed by local unitary operators D(US ⊗
UA ρSA US† ⊗ UA† ) = D(ρSA ), where US and UA are arbitrary local unitary operators
on S and A.
(c) Quantum discord defined on A can not be increased by the local operations
on S D(ΛS ⊗ IA (ρSA )) 6 D(ρSA )[22] .
These three conditions are satisfied by most of the quantum correlation measures
beyond entanglement. The distance-based measure of quantum correlation QD (ρ) =
minσ∈C0 D(ρ, σ), where the state distance satisfies that D does not increasep
under

any quantum operation. Trace-norm distance D1 = Tr|ρ − σ|/2 with |Ô| = Ô† Ô
and relative entropy S(ρ k σ) = Tr[ρ(log2 ρ − log2 σ)] are examples satisfying this
property. One-way quantum deficit
) − S(ρ),
∆←
B|A = min S(ρΠA
i B
{ΠA }

(13)

is in fact the minimum relative entropy to classical-quantum states, and thus belongs
to this class of quantum correlation measure. Here we briefly prove that QD satisfies
condition (c). Suppose the closest classical-quantum state to ρ is labeled as σ, then
we have QD (ρ) = D(ρ, σ) > D(ΛB (ρ), ΛB (σ)) > QD (ΛB (ρ)). The last inequation
holds because ΛB (σ) is still a quantum-classical state, but may not be the closest
one to ΛB (ρ). It should be noticed that geometric quantum discord does not satisfy
condition (c).
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Quantum Noise

In quantum communication, quantum particles are sent through quantum
channels. Noisy quantum channels affect the quantum states of particles as
ρ → Λ(ρ).
Mathematically, the quantum channel Λ(·) can be presented by Kraus
operators[28] . Quantum noise is caused by interaction between system and reservoir.
Suppose ρ and ρenv = |e0 ihe0 | are the initial states of system and the reservoir
respectively, and the unitary operator U describes the interaction between system
and reservoir. Then the output state of the system is
£
¤
Λ(ρ) = Trenv U (ρ ⊗ ρenv )U †
X
=
hek |U (ρ ⊗ |e0 ihe0 |)U † |ek i
k

=

X

Ek ρE†k ,

(14)

k

where Ek ≡ hek |U |e0 i are called Kraus operators, which contains all the information
of the noisy quantum channel Λ(·). Kraus operators possess the following properties.
P †
(a)
k Ek Ek = I, which can be obtained by the trace-preserving property of
quantum channel Λ(·).
(b) For the same quantum channel, there are infinite Kraus operators
representations. Two sets of Kraus operators {E1 , E2 , · · · , Em } and {F1 , F2 , · · · ,
P
Fm } are equivalent if and only if they are related as Ei = j uij Fj , where uij are
the elements of an m × m unitary matrix.
Kraus operator representation gives general description of a quantum channel,
but it does not give the dynamics of the quantum state. In order to study the
dynamics of quantum system under noise, master equations are introduced for
Markovian process. Here we briefly derive the master equations following the lines
in Ref. [15].
The total Hamiltonian of the system S and the reservoir B is
H = HS + HB + HInt ,

(15)

where HS , HB , and HInt are respectively Hamiltonians for the system, reservoir,
and the interaction between them. In Schrödinger representation, the dynamics of
the total state is described by ρ̇tot = −i[H, ρtot ]/~, and the density matrix of the
system at time t is ρ̂(t) = TrB (ρtot (t)).
When transformed to interaction
representation, the total state of system and reservoir becomes ρI (t) =
exp[i(HS + HB )t/~] ρtot (t) exp[−i(HS + HB )t/~]. The density matrix of system is
ρ̂(t) = exp[−itHS /~]ρ(t) exp[itHS /~], where
ρ(t) ≡ TrB [ρI (t)]

(16)

is the reduced density matrix of system in interaction representation. Following
approximations are made for deriving master equations. (a) The system and
environment are initially uncorrelated ρtot = ρ̂(0) ⊗ ρB . Furthermore, the reservoir
is large so that it is not affected by the system. (b) The system and reservoir are
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weakly coupled and thus at any time t we have ρtot(t) ≈ ρ̂(t) ⊗ ρB . (c) Markovian
approximation: the reservoir is memoryless, and the dynamics of system only
depend on the current state. The general form of master equations in the
interaction representation is then
Z ∞
1
dτ TrB {[HInt (t), [HInt (t − τ ), ρ(t) ⊗ ρB ]]}.
(17)
ρ̇(t) = − 2
~ 0
In the case of linear interaction, the interaction Hamiltonian in Eq. (15) can be
written as the general form
X
+
− †
HInt = ~
(Xm
Γm + X m
Γm ),
(18)
m
±
±
Here Xm
are the eigen-operators of the system Hamiltonian satisfying [HS , Xm
] =
±
±~ωm Xm , and Γn are the reservoir operators. Under rotating wave approximation,
the master equation can be written as
X
+ −
− +
ρ̇(t) = −i
[δm Xm
Xm + ²m Xm
Xm , ρ]
m

1X
−
+
+ −
+ −
+
Km (2Xm
ρXm
− Xm
Xm ρ − ρXm
Xm )
2 m
1X
+
−
− +
− +
Gm (2Xm
ρXm
− Xm
Xm ρ − ρXm
Xm ),
+
2 m

(19)

R∞
1
†
where
the
coefficients
are
defined
as
dτ eiωm τ Tr
B [Γm (τ )Γm (0)ρB ] ≡ 2 Km + iδm ,
0
R
R∞
∞
dτ e−iωm τ Tr
(0)Γ†m (τ )ρB ] ≡ 21 Km − iδm , 0 dτ eiωm τ TrB [Γ†m (τ )Γm (0)ρB ] ≡
0
R ∞B [Γm−iω
1
mτ
TrB [Γ†m (0)Γm (τ )ρB ] ≡ 12 Gm − i²m . The first two terms
2 Gm + i²m , 0 dτ e
of Eq. (19) are Lamb shift and Stark shift respectively, the last two lines are the
decoherence caused by reservoir.
4

Effect of Quantum Collective Noise

When quantum systems are close to each other, they interact with the same
reservoir, resulting in collective decoherence. Mediated by the reservoir, the
correlation between quantum systems can be built.
4.1

Creation of quantum entanglement

Considered a simple model with two two-level atoms coupled to a common
thermostat at zero temperature[24] . The two atoms are located within the radiation
wavelength but not close enough to evoke the Jaynes-Cummings coupling. With a
substantial probability, the photon emitted by one atom will be absorbed by the
other. This mechanism may build entanglement between two atoms. In the
Markovian approximation, the dynamics of the two atoms is described by the
Master equation
dρ
= Lρ,
(20)
dt
with the Lindblad operator L
¤
γ0 £ A A
B
B
A A
B B
A A
B B
2σ− ρσ+ + 2σ−
ρσ+
− (σ+
σ− + σ+
σ− )ρ − ρ(σ+
σ− + σ+
σ− )
Lρ =
2
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+

¤
γ£ A B
B
A
A B
B A
A B
B A
2σ− ρσ+ + 2σ−
ρσ+
− (σ+
σ− + σ+
σ− )ρ − ρ − (σ+
σ− + σ+
σ− ) . (21)
2

A(B)

A(B)

= |1iA(B) h0| and σ−
= |0iA(B) h1| are the raising and lowering operators
Here σ+
of atom A(B), γ0 is the single atom spontaneous emission rate, and γ is the photon
exchange rate, which increases as the two-atom distance decreases and reaches γ0 in
the limit of zero distance. By analytically solving the Eq. (20) with γ ≈ γ0 , the
concurrence of asymptotic state equals to Ref. [24]
C(ρas ) =

1
|ρ22 + ρ33 − 2Reρ23 |,
2

(22)

where ρjk are the matrix elements of the initial state on basis ê1 = |11i, ê2 = |10i, ê3 =
|01i, ê4 = |00i. In the case with γ < γ0 , the single atom spontaneous emission is in
charge of the evolution and the asymptotic state is |00i for any input state. However,
entanglement can still be created at finite time.
Consider two qubits interacting with a heat bath in thermal equilibrium at
temperature T . The two qubits do not interact with each other, so the Hamiltonian
is HAB = HA + HB . By assuming further that the states |0i and |1i are energy
eigenstates with degenerate energies for both qubits, we have HAB = 0 up to a
constant. The heat bath Hamiltonian is composed of a collection of N harmonic
PN
1
1 2
2 2
The interaction between qubits and
oscillators Hbath =
n=1 ( 2m pi + 2 mωi qi ).
P
A
B
heat bath is Hint = (S + S )B with B = k gk qk , gk the coupling constant, and
S A , S B the “coupling agents” acting on the two qubits respectively. They strictly
solve the evolution of the quantum entanglement (measured by negativity) between
the two qubits for the situation with initial state[7]
W (0) = |φA ihφA | ⊗ |φB ihφB | ⊗

1
exp(−Hbath /kB T ),
Z

(23)

where Z = Trbath exp(−H
bath /kB T ) with kB being
√
√ the Boltzmann’s constant,
|φA i = (|0iA − |1iA )/ 2, and |φB i = (|0iB − |1iB )/ 2. Here |0iA(B) and |1iA(B)
are eigenstates of S A (S B ) with eigenvalues 0 and 1. The calculation results show
that the entanglement vanishes at time t = 0 and become strictly positive at finite
times. It reaches a maximal value 21 and vanishes asymptotically.
A general study on the entanglement between two noninteracting two-level system
induced by Markovian dissipative dynamics was given in Ref. [6]. They consider the
general form of master equation in form of Eq. (20) with Lindblad operator
L[ρ] =

¸
·
1
Aij (σi ⊗ I)ρ(σj ⊗ I) − {(σj σi ⊗ I), ρ}
2
i,j=1
·
¸
1
+Cij (I ⊗ σi )ρ(I ⊗ σj ) − {(I ⊗ σj σi ), ρ}
2
·
¸
1
+Bij (σi ⊗ I)ρ(I ⊗ σj ) − {(σi ⊗ σj ), ρ}
2
·
¸¶
1
∗
+Bij
(I ⊗ σj )ρ(σi ⊗ I) − {(σi ⊗ σj ), ρ} ,
2
3 µ
X

(24)

where σi are Pauli matrices. The first two contributions are individual dissipative
terms. The last two pieces represent the way in which the noise may correlate the
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two qubits. It is proved that entanglement can be created between the two qubits via
dynamics described by Eq. (24) if and only if
hu|Â|uihv|Ĉ T |vi < |hu|Re(B̂)|vi|2 .

(25)

Here Â, Ĉ and B̂ are 3 × 3 matrices whose matrix elements are the dissipative rate
in Eq. (24), |ui and |vi are three-component vectors depending on the input product
two-qubit state.
4.2

Creation of quantum correlation beyond entanglement

From Eq. (25), entanglement can be created only when the correlation effect
caused by the collective noise surpasses the individual dissipative effect. It is an
interesting question whether a coefficient matrix B which is nonzero but does not
satisfy Eq. (25) can give rise to some quantum correlation between the two qubits.
We give a positive answer to this question and prove that a nonzero B̂ is necessary and
sufficient for the creation of quantum discord[20] . We consider two quantum systems
(qudits) with dimension dA and dB respectively, and the dynamics is described by
Eq. (20) with
L[ρ(t)] = LA [ρ(t)] + LB [ρ(t)] + LAB [ρ(t)],
(26)
Pd2A −1
where LA [ρ(t)] = i,j=1 Âij [(Fi ⊗ I)ρ(t)(Fj ⊗ I) − {(Fj Fi ⊗ I), ρ}/2] and LB [ρ(t)] =
Pd2B −1
i,j=1 Ĉij [(I ⊗ Gi )ρ(t)(I ⊗ Gj ) − {(I ⊗ Gj Gi ), ρ}/2] are dissipative terms individually
affecting qudits A and B, whereas
d2A −1 d2B −1 µ

LAB [ρ(t)] =

X X
i=1

d2 −1

j=1

¸
¶
·
1
B̂ij (Fi ⊗ I)ρ(t)(I ⊗ Gj ) − {(Fi ⊗ Gj ), ρ} + H.c. . (27)
2
d2 −1

A
B
Here {Fi }i=0
(F0 = I) [{Gi }i=0
(G0 = I)] constitutes a complete basis for the vector
space of bounded operators acting on the Hilbert space HA (HB ). The (d2A − 1) ×
(d2A − 1) coefficient matrix A = A† and the (d2B − 1) × (d2B − 1) coefficient matrix
C = C† describe the individual decoherence acting on qudits A and B respectively,
and the (d2A − 1) × (d2B − 1) coefficient matrix B corresponds to the correlation effect
caused by the collective decoherence. Our proof is based on a criterion for nonzero
quantum discord. If a state %AB has vanishing quantum discord on B, then

[%AB , IA ⊗ %B ] = 0,

(28)

where %B = TrA (%AB ) is the reduced density matrix for qudit B. We proved that,
for any Markovian-dynamics described by Eq. (26) with nonzero B̂, one can always
find an initial product state ρ(0) = ρA ⊗ ρB , whose corresponding dynamical state
ρ(t) violate Eq. (28). It means that a Markovian dissipative quantum channel can
generate quantum discord from some bipartite product states if and only if it cannot
be reduced to individual decoherence channels independently acting on each qudit.
This builds a tight connection between quantum discord and collective decoherence.
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Effect of Local Quantum Noise
Local increase of teleportation fidelity

Quantum teleportation, a protocol that transports an unknown quantum state
from Alice to Bob without transferring the physical carrier of the state, is one of the
most fantastic communication task enabled by quantum theory. In the ideal case, the
sender Alice and receiver Bob share a pair of singlet state as follows
1
|Ψ− iAB = √ (|01i − |10i),
2

(29)

and Alice wants to transport a single qubit state |φiC = a|0i+b|1i without transferring
the carrier qubit C. The initial state of the three qubits A, B, and C is
|ΞiCAB = |φiC ⊗ |Ψ− iAB
1
= [−|Ψ− iCA |φiB − |Ψ+ iCA (σz |φiB )
2
+|Φ− iCA (σx |φiB ) − |Φ+ iCA (iσy |φiB )].

(30)

Here |Ψ± i = √12 (|01i±|10i) and |Φ± i = √12 (|00i±|11i) are four Bell states, and σx,y,z
are Pauli matrices. Therefore, when Alice measure her qubits C and A on the basis of
Bell states, the quantum state of qubit B collapse to a known pure state which relates
to the state |φi by a unitary operator. Bob then can recover the teleported state |φi
on his qubit B by making a unitary operator according to Alice’s measurement result.
When the shared entangled state is not a perfect maximally entangled state,
the teleported state ρout will differ from the original state |φi. The quality of the
teleportation is measured by the average teleportation fidelity
Z
f = dφhφ|ρout |φi.
(31)
For the standard teleportation protocol, the optimal teleportation fidelity depends on
the previously shared entangled state %AB as fmax = (Fmax d + 1)/(d + 1), where d
is the dimension of the qudit to be teleported, and Fmax = max|Ψi∈ME hΨ|%|Ψi is the
maximally entangled fraction (ME means the maximally entangled state). Therefore,
increase of Fmax means the improvement of quantum teleportation.
Reference [2] gave the first example where local operation gives rise to an increase
of Fmax . They focus on a family of two-qubit states


%11 0
0 %14


 0 %22 −p23 0 

,
(32)
%=

 0 −p23 %33 0 
%14 0
0 %44
where p23 > (1 − %22 − %33 )/2 in order to make sure that the associated teleportation
fidelity surpasses the classical limit. A local amplitude damping acts on Bob’s qubit
whose Kraus operators are
Ã √
!
!
Ã
0 1−p
1 0
, E2 =
.
(33)
E1 =
√
0 p
0 0
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After some direct calculations, they show that the maximally entangled fraction is
changed by
∆F = F (%̃) − F (%)
·
¸
√
p
1+ 1−p
= (1 − 1 − p)
(%44 − %22 ) − p23 .
2

(34)

For states % in form of Eq. (32) satisfying [%44 − %22 ] − p23 > 0, the teleportation
fidelity can be improved by local amplitude damping on Bob’s qubit.
For the case of two-qubit teleportation where four-qubit entangled states are
shared between Alice and Bob as the teleportation channel states, the teleportation
fidelity can also be increased by the local noises acting on two of the four-qubit
states. Reference [3] considered a class of four-qubit entangled states shared between
Alice and Bob. These states are obtained from maximally entangled four-qubit
states where Bob’s two qubits go through a pair of so-called time-correlated
amplitude damping channels. For these states, when a pair of time-correlatedd
amplitude damping channels also act on Alice’s two qubits, the teleportation fidelity
associated with the four-qubit states is increased. They also show that in this
process, the entanglement of the teleported state is decreased while the quantum
discord is increased.
In Ref. [19], authors considered another class of four-qubit states %CAD
1234 ≡ I12 ⊗
CAD
ε34 (%1234 ), which are obtained when Alice prepares a four-qubit state %1234 with
maximal entanglement between qubits 1, 2 and qubits 3, 4, and then transferred qubits
to Bob through a collective amplitude damping channel εCAD
. For states %CAD
34
1234 , their
ability to teleport a two-qubit state can be enhanced by collective amplitude damping
channel on Alice’s qubits 1 and 2. Moreover the entanglement of the teleported state
can also be increased.
5.2
5.2.1.

Local creation and increase of quantum discord
An example

Quantum discord exists for some separable states, and thus can be created and
increased by local operations and classical communications. Actually, local operations
alone can create quantum discord. For example, consider a two-qubit state ρAB =
P1
A
√1 (|0i ± |1i) and ρA are two different
0,1
i=0 pi ρi ⊗ |φi iB hφi |, where |φ0,1 iB = |±i ≡
2
density matrices of qubit A. Obviously, the state ρAB has zero quantum discord on
B. Now amplitude damping channel is applied on qubit B, and the two-qubit state
becomes
Ã
!
Ã
!
√
√
1−p
1+p
1+p
− 1−p
0
A
A
2
2
2
2
√
ρAB = p0 ρ0 ⊗ √1−p 1+p
+ p1 ρ1 ⊗
.
(35)
1+p
− 1−p
2
2
2
2
B

Here we use Eq. (28) to check the quantum discord contained in
calculations lead to
p
A
B
[ρ0AB , IA ⊗ ρ0B ] = p0 p1 (ρA
0 − ρ1 ) ⊗ p 1 − pσx ,

B

ρ0AB ,

and direct
(36)

which does not vanish for 0 < p < 1. Thus, we conclude that amplitude damping
acting locally on qubit B of the quantum-classical state ρAB can induce quantum
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discord between qubit A and qubit B and that the induced discord does not vanish
in finite time.
5.2.2.

Conditions on local creation of quantum correlation

An interesting result is that any separable state with positive quantum discord
is a “shadow” of a classical state in a larger Hilbert space[25] . Precisely, when a
bipartite state ρ on Hilbert space HA ⊗ HB is separable, then it can be obtained from
a classical-classical state σ on (KA ⊗ HA ) ⊗ (KB ⊗ HB ) by tracing out the auxiliary
Hilbert space KA and KB : ρ = TrKA ⊗KB σ.
For local channels which preserve the dimension of Hilbert space, the necessary
and sufficient condition on local creation of quantum correlation has been derived for
both the qubit case[32] and the quantum systems with higher dimensions[21] .
Generally, the criterion for whether a local quantum channel is able to create
quantum correlation is given by the following theorem[21] . A local quantum channel
Λ can not create quantum correlations if and only if it is a commutativity-preserving
channel which is defined as
[Λ(ξ1 ), Λ(ξ2 )] = 0, ∀[ξ1 , ξ2 ] = 0.

(37)

Proof of the theorem goes as follows. Any separable state can be written as
X
ξAB =
pi ξiA ⊗ ξiB ,
(38)
i

where ξiA are linearly independent density matrices of qudit A. We will first prove
that ξAB is a quantum-classical state if and only if
[ξiB , ξjB ] = 0, ∀i, j.

(39)

For proving the “only if” part, we notice that for any quantum-classical state, there
i
exists an orthogonal measurement basis Πα
B that does not affect the state. Therefore,
X

α

α

pi ξiA ⊗ (ξiB − ΠBj ξiB ΠBj ) = 0.

(40)

i
α

Because ξiA are linearly independent, ξiB is diagonal on {ΠBj } and thus satisfies Eq.
(39). Conversely, if Eq. (39) holds, ξiB and ξjB share common eigenvectors for any i
and j. By choosing these eigenvectors as the basis for von Neumann measurement, the
state does not change after the measurement, which means that ξAB is a quantumclassical state. Now consider an arbitrary quantum-classical state in form of Eqs.
(38) and (39) as the input state, the channel Λ acting on subsystem B leads the state
P
0
to ξAB
≡ IA ⊗ ΛB (ξAB ) = i pi ξiA ⊗ Λ(ξiB ), which is still a quantum-classical state
if and only if
[Λ(ξiB ), Λ(ξjB )] = 0,
(41)
for arbitrary choice of ξiB and ξjB satisfying Eq. (39). This is just the definition of a
commutativity-preserving channel. Therefore, the channel Λ can create quantum
correlation for some input quantum-classical states if and only if it is not a
commutativity-preserving channel. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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It is worth mentioning that a channel Λ is commutativity-preserving if and only
if
[Λ(|φi), Λ(|ψi)] = 0

(42)

holds for any pure states satisfying hφ|ψi = 0. This criterion is equivalent to Eq. (37).
The “only if” part is obtained directly by choosing ξ = |φihφ| and ξ 0 = |ψihψ| in Eq.
(37). Conversely, if Eq. (42) holds, by writing ξ and ξ 0 on their common eigenbasis,
we arrive at Eq. (37).
For qubit case, a commutativity-preserving channel is either a unital channel or
a completely decohering channel. In order to prove this statement, we notice that a
qubit channel is commutativity-preserving if and only if
[Λ(I), Λ(ρ)] = 0, ∀ρ.

(43)

The “only if” part is obvious from definition since [I, ρ] = 0, ∀ρ. For the “if” part, by
using the linearity of Λ, the left hand side of Eq. (42) can be written as
1
1
[Λ(|φihφ| + |ψihψ|), Λ(|ψihψ| − |φihφ|)] = [Λ(I), Λ(uσ z u† )],
2
2

(44)

where |ψi = u|0i, |φi = u|1i, and u is a qubit unit operator. Since any qubit state
ρ can be decomposed as ρ = (I + nx σx + ny σy + nz σz )/2, Eq. (42) is equivalent to
Eq. (43). From this observation, a qubit channel Λ is commutativity-preserving if
and only if it is one of the following two cases: Case 1: Λ(I) = I, which means that Λ
is a unital channel. Case 2: Λ(I) 6= I, and consequently, the channel Λ must take any
input state ρ to a diagonal form on the eigenbasis of Λ(I), and is thus a completely
decohering channel. Therefore, when B is a qubit, a local channel that can create
quantum correlations on B if and only if it is neither a unital channel nor a completely
decohering channel.
For qutrit case, even unital channel can create quantum correlations. The
necessary and sufficient condition for a commutativity-preserving qutrit channel is
that it is either an isotropic channel or a completely decohering channel. This result
has been generalized to channels whose dimension d > 3 is finite.
5.2.3.

Quantum correlating power of local quantum channels

As we have discussed, a local channel Λ acting on subsystem B can drive a
quantum-classical state into a state with positive quantum correlation on B. In order
to quantify the amount of quantum correlation that is induced by Λ, we give the
definition of quantum-correlating power[22] .
Definition (quantum-correlating power). The quantum-correlating power of a
quantum channel is defined as
Q(Λ) = max Q(I ⊗ Λ(ρ)),
ρ∈C0

(45)

where Q is a measure of quantum correlation santisfying the three conditions in Sec.
2.2. Quantum discord and one-way quantum deficit are examples of such quantum
correlation measure. The quantum-correlating power has the following properties.
(a) Optimal input states. For any d-dimension local channel acting on B, the
optimal input classical state with the maximum amount of quantum correlation in
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the output state is a classical-classical state of form
%=

d−1
X

B
qj ΠA
αj ⊗ Πβj ,

(46)

j=0

where ΠA
αj = |αj ihαj | are orthogonal basis for the Hilbert space of qudit A. This
property greatly simplifies the maximization for calculation of QCP.
(b) The local single-qubit channel with maximum QCP can be found in the set
of channels
1
X
D0 = {Λ|Λ(·) =
Ei (·)Ei† , Ei = |ψi ihαi |},
(47)
i=0

where |ψ0 i and |ψ1 i are two non-orthogonal pure states.
Based on this property, the local single-qubit channel with the maximum QCP
P1
based on quantum discord is Λ̃(·) = i=0 Ẽi (·)Ẽi† , where Ẽ0 = |0ih0|, Ẽ1 = |+ih1|,
and the corresponding QCP is Qδ (ΛM ax ) = 2h( √12 ) − 1 ≈ 0.2017. It is worth
mentioning that there are separable states containing larger quantum discord. An
example is ρ = (|Φ+ ihΦ+ | + |Φ− ihΦ− |)/4 + |Ψ+ ihΨ+ |/2, whose quantum discord is
δ(ρ) = 3(2 − 3 log2 3)/4 ≈ 0.311. Such states can not be prepared by local operations
from a single copy of two-qubit classical state.
(c) When two channels Λ1 and Λ2 are used paralleled, the discord-based QCP
of the composite channel Λ1 ⊗ Λ2 is no less than the sum of the QCP for the two
channels
Q(Λ1 ⊗ Λ2 ) > Q(Λ1 ) + Q(Λ2 ),
(48)
which is called the super-additivity of QCP[23] .
This phenomena holds for any finite dimension channels. It is worth mentioning
that the channels satisfying Q(Λ1 ⊗ Λ2 ) > Q(Λ1 ) + Q(Λ2 ) are quite common. Here
we give an example of phase-damping qubit channels, whose Kraus operators are
√
√
E0PD = |0ih0| + 1 − p|1ih1| and E1PD = p|1ih1|. Clearly, Q(PD) = 0. Now consider
P1
initial state of qubits A and B ρAB = 12 i=0 |iiA hi| ⊗ |iiB hi|. Qubits A0 and B 0 are
in the same state, then the total state of the four qubits is
1X
|ijiAA0 hij| ⊗ |ijiBB 0 hij|.
ρ = ρAB ⊗ ρA0 B 0 =
(49)
4 i,j
Now apply a two-qubit unitary operation U : U |iji = |ψij i on qubits A and A0 ,
where |ψ00 i = √12 (|00i + |11i), |ψ11 i = √12 (|0+i + |1−i), |ψ01 i = √12 (|01i − |10i),
and |ψ10 i = √12 (|0−i − |1+i). Then qubits A and A0 each transmits through a PD

†
PD
channel, and the output state becomes ρ0 = ΛPD
A ⊗ ΛA0 ⊗ IBB 0 (UAA0 ρUAA0 ). Now we
0
check whether quantum correlation defined on AA is created between the bipartition
AA0 : BB 0 by using Eq. (42). Notice that [ΛPD ⊗ ΛPD (ψ00 ), ΛPD ⊗ ΛPD (ψ11 )] =
1 √
y
z
y
8 ip 1 − p(σ ⊗ σ + σz ⊗ σ ) 6= 0, and consequently, quantum correlation is created
0
between the bipartition AA : BB 0 .

6

Conclusion

Quantum correlation accounts for the nonlocal coherence between quantum
systems. The fact that it can be increased or even created by quantum decoherence
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process is counter intuitive and thus attract much research interest.
This
phenomenon depends on both initial state and the type of local quantum channels.
For pure initial states, local quantum noise can never increase the quantum
correlation.
The optimal input zero-discord state, which associate with the
maximum output quantum correlation for any local channels, is the
classical-classical state.
The class of initial bipartite states whose quantum
correlation can not be increased is still an open and interesting question.
The origin for noise increased quantum correlation is that local quantum channels
can turn classical correlations into quantum ones. The possibility of this process
comes from the definition of classical-quantum state, which relies on the choice of
basis. Measurement on other basis may change the state of the bipartite system,
so the nonlocal coherence is actually hidden in the classical states. Local quantum
channels reveal the coherence and thus generate the quantum correlation. From this
point of view, the ability of quantum channel to create quantum correlation represents
the ‘quantumness’ of the channel. The quantum correlating power is inherent to local
quantum channels and possesses properties such as superadditivity.
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